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Abstract

A symplcctic Poisson solver calculates numerically a potential and fields due to a 2D distri-
bution of particles in a way that the symplecticity and smpothness are assured automatically.
Such a code, based on Fast Fourier Transformation combined with Bicubic Interpolation, is
developed for the use in multi-turn particle simulation in circular accelerators. Beside that,
it may have a number of applications, where computations of space charge forces should obey
a symplecticity criterion. Detailed computational schemes of all algorithms will be outlined
to facilitate practical programming.
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1 Introduction
Poisson equation appears frequently in beam dynamics. One of the important problems
related to this equation is particle simulation of high current beams, when electric and
magnetic fields produced by a beam are to be found numerically. When a beam is relativistic,
one can reduce calculations to the 2D problem, where space charge potential u(x) within
region 1Z can be obtained from Poisson equation (see Fig. 1):

V2u = - / J ( X ) , x = (x,y) € 11, subject to: u(x)\d1z = U0(x) (1)

here p(x) denotes space charge density, dH is a boundary of TZ and UQ is a boundary
value of potential u (p is normalized to unity). After that, one finds self-electric fields
E = —(grad u) x Q/e0, with Q being the total charge of the beam and £0 is a dielectric
constant of the vacuum.

Many PIC (particle-in-cell) codes have been written, which use different approaches to
determine space charge forces numerically (see for example [1]). In a simulation for one-
passage structures, such as linacs or transport lines, the issue is how to calculate fields
accurately, taking into account sometimes a complicated configuration of the boundary dTZ.

For circular accelerators, however, the accuracy of the force is of the second importance,
- a major question is to provide a sympiecticity of forces. Since electro-magnetic interaction
is of Hamiltonian nature, this nature should not be broken during simulations. This is
a mandatory demand for particle tracking in circular accelerators: even a slight deviation
from the sympiecticity may lead to unphysical results after many turns. The criterion of the
sympiecticity can be expressed as

dy dx ' l"J

Here F is a transverse force to the particle (we assume that the beam is ultra-relativisticso
that F is proportional to the electric field E). When we get E by a numerical differentiation
of the scalar potential u, or when we obtain Ex and Ey under different approximations, the
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional boundary problem, related to Eq. 1 .

condition (2) can be broken unless a special care is taken. A symplectic Poisson solver is
such that a relationship (2) is being maintained with a computer accuracy automatically.

In this paper we propose a symplectic Poisson solver. Basic ingredients are 1) solving
Poisson equation on grids and obtaining fields on grids accurately and rapidly enough and 2)
interpolating the fields to arbitrary points inside the mesh by cubic splines. Two processes
are rather independent, - for the first part we solve boundary problem (1), using Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT). For the second part we employ a bicubic interpolation. We
will present an explicit computational scheme in order for a reader to make use even of a
part of our program.

In section 2 basic computational formulae to find fields on grids will be derived. Then, in
section 3 we shall show how to provide a symplecticity (and smoothness) of the fields and
give discussions in section 4.

2 Poisson Equation on Grids

In this section we describe numerical algorithms to solve a discrete Poisson equation and to
compute grid density, grid potential and fields. For this purpose we introduce over the region
7v a bivariatc grid Nx x Ny and consider a discrete set of arguments x = (a;,- = —Dx/2 +

— ~Dy with hx<y = Dx<y/NXiy and indices i,j run within grid dimensions.

Density Function The charge density is to be determined at the grid points: pij =
p(xiiVj) wit-h i = Q,-.-,Nx, j = 0,...,Ar

y. Usually, in frames of PM-approach (particle-
incsh), it is done by a special redistribution scheme: the particle's charge is being assigned
according to the shape factor of the particle's cloud. In Fig. 2a one-dimensional slices of the
clouds are plotted (naturally, the particle clouds themselves are two-dimensional).



Fig. 3 illustrates the computational procedure, how a finite-size macroparticle with
coordinate xk contributes an elementary charge qf to i — th node:

qf = ®(Xk + 8/2,Xk -8)- 9{Xk - 8/2,Xk - 8)

with $(J7,C) = ftS{Z)d{ , Xk = (xk + Dx/2)/hx and 8 = A/hxt where A stands for a
real size (radius) of this macroparticle, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Thus, for one-dimensional
case, all density nodes /?,-, covered by macroparticle, obtain corresponding fractions of its
elementary charge.

In 2D case we must consider a series of slices (when their sizes change between 0 and AXiV),
performing a series of one-dimensional calculations. A corresponding matrix of fractions will
be a product: qf x q?. This procedure repeates for overall particle indices ukn and therefore
represents the most time-consumed block.

Finally, the result must be normalized according the relation

iJ = 4 7 r

k=l i,j

where Np is a total number of macro-particles and indices i,j run within grid dimensions.
The following options of particle shape-functions are available in our algorithm (the

notation S\(£) is reserved for NGP - nearest grid point model):

2k
(3)

<
The corresponding integrals (see Fig. 2b) are given by:

(4)

16A5

One can sec that for A = 0 all methods are reducing to NGP with delta function-like
clouds.

The criterion to make a right choice of superparticle sizes and the shape of the cloud is
to reduce unphysical effects due to spatial grid, the finite size of the particles, etc. Usually, a
series of test simulations should be carried out before the large-scale simulations, to choose
the appropriate parameters.

Note that the difference between the above options vanishes, when increasing the number
of macro-particles and we attain more and more true density distribution. At the same time,
unphysical imperfections on the grid decrease much more slower, than corresponding increase
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Figure 3: Illustration of density redistribution scheme, when fractions of particle's charge contribute to the
grid density nodes i — 1, i, i + 1 .

of particles number Np. For a big enough Np > 10000 (see Fig. 3), density block becomes
the most time-consuming in the whole algorithm (not allowing to apply any vectorization in
computations), so users prefer simple cloud forms to speed up the processing. An additional
economy may be obtained by using an interpolation of table-functions instead of original ones
<I>i, but the data for this interpolation must be prepared and stored in 2D-tables beforehand3.

Poisson Equation with Vanishing Boundary Values Consider a rectangular domain
^ (Dx,y ~ its sizes). The Poisson equation can be discretized as:

with the former notations for Nx<y and hx<y.

3 A numerical Fourier-filtering, applied to the grid density calculation, is attractive from the point of view
"smoothing". The application of this procedure however requires more profound understanding, because it
can suppress tiny local perturbation of charge density, which could be quite physical and which might play an
important role just after multi-turn tracking. This is why we avoid filtering and so far employ conventional
redistribution schemes, which obviously preserve local "useful" fluctuations.
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional particles distribution with Np = 50000 (for sake of economy only 1/8 part of
particles is displayed). As usual, Dx%y are proportional to beam sizes, e.g. for gaussian distrubution (see
Basetti-Erskine formula below) we assume DXly/2 = 5crx>!/.

p(x.y)

Figure 5: Space charge density p(x, T/). Here and in below pictures the following parameters have been used
for computations: A^j, = 2.5/ix,y, NXiy = 64 and the shape function 5^(0-
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Figure 6: Space charge potential u(x, rj) with UQ = 0.

If 71 is large enough, then the approximation u(x)|aft = £/0 = 0 is valid and we have a
zero potential at the boundary:

u{0,j) = u(Nx,j) = u(i,0) = u(i,Ny) = 0. (6)

Since the variables are separable, Fourier transformation presents an effective way to find
Uij numerically [6, 7, 9]. One can represent a potential as a finite trigonometrical sum as

(7)
Nv

which will obviously satisfy our boundary conditions (6). The corresponding grid density
can be written in the same manner

Pio = E (3)
•"*•"</ 7n=l n = l •" x 2 V

m = i , . . . , N x - l ; n = l , . . . , N y - l .

Hence, if the grid density pjj is determined by the above trigonomitric representation,
then Fourier coefficients /?„,,„ may be found from

Pm,n= (9)



After that, coefficients umiTl can be expressed via pmjn: substituting the expansions (8)
and (7) into (5), we get

um,n

hl

(10)

-2{hl i g

and after simple algebra, one obtains

«77i. n — '. (11)

For the case hx"= hy = h the relation (11) can be reduced to

_

Um,n — 2(cos fi + cos ̂  - 2)
(12)

that coincide with what was derived in [7].
Finally, the potential can be found from Eqs.(7). Note that FFT technique allows to

compute the trigonometric sums by minimal number of arithmetic operations. To apply
FFT, one must take Nx = 2'lx,Ny = 2"* with integer nx, ny.

Solution for Arbitrary Boundary Potential. The vanishing potential at dlZ is a good
approximation only when Dx>y arc large enough in comparison with beam sizes. It requires
a large number of meshes and long computation time. We can overcome this shortcomings,
considering a smaller domain and take the boundary values u|arc = Uo y^ 0 at the boarder
(as earlier, the region % should comprise all the particles and all the points at which we
want to calculate the fields).

A standard way is to reduce a problem with nonzero boundary conditions to one with
vanishing UQ>. Namely, we remove inhomogenious terms UQ from the left side of Fqs. (5) and
add to the original density (sec for example [6, 7]). A modified density becomes

= u(hx,y),

0,

0,

x = hx

2hx < x < Dx - 2kx

x = Dx — hx

y = K

2hy <y<Dy- 2ky

(13)



Figure 7: Space charge potential u(x, y) with Uo ̂  0.

where UQJI, Ur
Q

iah\ U%p, U$own assign the boundary potential UQ. If we solve now the Pois-
son equation with U\QTI — 0, but with modified density (13), employing the algorithm (9),
(11),(7), then we obtain a solution u(x) of (1) with UQ ̂  0, as shown in Fig. 7. Comparing
two approaches to find u(x,y), illustrated by Figs. 6-7, we see that within the central region
both functions are similar 4. However, near the boundary the difference becomes significant
both for potentials and fields. Thus, the zero-boundary model (Fig. 6) will miscalculate the
forces for lateral particles and therefore is limited in practice.

The potential UQ itself can be found by means of Green function. As is well known, an
analytical solution of differential equation (1) can be expressed via Green-function G(x, y) =

[
dTZ

On
/ G(x - u,y - v)p(u,v)dudv (14)

where dG/dn denotes a normal derivative and U is a potential on a boarder dlZ; as long as
we consider a free space, we shall deal only with the second term.

Let us now pay attention to computational aspects. To calculate Uo(x,y) approximately,
we evaluate the integral by a discrete sum

4More precisely, only space charge fields (partial derivatives) will coincide, rather than potentials
themselves.
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0(x, y) = ± Er,-,»i67J G{x - xu y -
(15)

(a; - x,)2 + (y - yjf)p{xWijj)hxhy

A direct summing by (15) is too time-consuming, when we perform O(NxNy) arithmetic
operations for every grid point (altogether O(NXN2) operations for the grid). Since (15) rep-
resents a convolution (Green function is a "signal" and density corresponds to "response"),
we use a discrete convolution procedure, based on FFT [7], which produces the result after
log A7 • O(N2) operations. So, if G and p are Fourier transforms of G(x,y), p[x,y), then
corresponding U is just a product:

An inverse transform gives us a solution — a potential UQ(X,TJ). In section 4 we shall
discuss this issue for more detail.

Electric fields. Next step is to find the space charge fields EX, EY on the grid. A
trigonometric representation (7) gives us an opportunity to obtain the result immediately
by explicit differentiation. Namely,

dujti 1 du dujj 1 du
= = EYl = == » = 7 TTT EYj,l = 5 = r ^7

dx hx dj dy hy dl
and we again have finite sums of trigonometric functions which can be handled by cosine-FFT
procedure:

From u obtained by (11), we get the potential u by (7) and the horizontal and vertical
electiic fields (on grids) are

EXj'1 = ~NW £ £ <» • "»«»("7T)sl»(Tr)
V V V </ m=l n=l IVx YV!/

EYj'1 = " ATA^ ^ "^ Um'n' n s i n ( l v ~ ) c o s ( AT)
l s x " y 711=1 7i=l JNi- 7 Vy

res]>ectivelj'. Note that computation of sine-like sums may be borrowed from (7), that
presents an additional resource of economy.

Finally, we will make use of the cross derivatives

R

dxdy ~ 8y ~ dx ~ xv

(a necessity of Ex<y will be shown below in section 3).
Again, the trigonometrical representation of the solution (7) yields the following:

Air , , /„
L 2 2 ( ) { ) (18)

tu=l u=l IS* A ? /

11



Note that we have avoided to use the centered differentiation:

EXJt, % - ( « i + l l , - Uj-U)/2hx, EYjj « -(UJ,I+I - t£jV_i)/2Ay (19)

The serious reason against using (19) is that it can violate the conditions (2), whereas
trigonometric representation for fields is intrinsically consistent with the symplecticity, be-
cause they were obtained from potential by direct differentiation.

Computational Scheme Thus, the main stages of the algorithm for calculation of grid
functions can be written as the following:

1. Calculation of grid density /J,-J, using one of redistribution schemes (3).

2. Search for boundary potential UQ on d7£, using formula (15).

3. Calculation of modified density £,j by means of relations (13).

4. Fourier analysis of the modified density gmn (pij should be replaced by £>,-j in (9)).

5. Calculation um,n via gmn by (11).

6. Fourier syntez of the solution (calculation of potential, fields and cross-derivatives) by
(7), (16), (17), (IS).

During the 4-th and 6-th stages of the algorithm we apply FFT, that radically reduces the
time of calculations. Beside that, all sine-like sums in (7), (16), (17) can be computed
simultaneously. The same — for cosine-like sums in (16), (17) and (IS).

3 Symplectification Throughout the Region

During a multi-particle tracking one should find potential and fields not only at the grid
nodes, but in arbitrary internal points x € R. It is clear, that grid functions UJJ, EXjj, EYjj
arc symplcctic, whereas their approximation out of grid nodes must be performed carefully,
to maintain the symplecticity.

Since a symplectic condition (2) is automatically true for analytically determined poten-
tial, the first idea that comes is to use the simplest polynomial evaluation of the function
u(x,y) out of grid nodes. Really,

1. A polynomial form of potential ensures a symplecticity.

2. This representation allows to find derivatives (self fields) very easy by explicit differ-
encing.

3. The shape of potential function to be approximated, is smooth enough and can be
predicted beforehand, rather than unknown and very special, when sophisticated ap-
proximation methods should be employed.

12



In the meantime, if we are looking for a polinomial function, using a standard least
squares technique, then the symplecticity will be local. It is very likely, that in the adjacent
points a discontinuity of E will occur and all our previous precautions will be in vain. Thus,
the symplecticity of forces must be global: a criterion (2) must be maintained throughout
the grid.

The appropriate polynomial functions for our purposes are cubic splines, which ensure
symplecticity &; smoothness simultcneously [7, 8].

A standard bicubic interpolation algorithm requires a user to specify four discret function
throughout the grid: potential u t j , self-electric fields EXitj, EYij and cross-derivatives
EXYij. The derived above formulae (7),(16)-(18) provide us this data. As a result, the
potential u and electric fields EX,EY can be found in arbitrary internal point x and a
smoothness of the solutions is an intrinsic feature of bicubic interpolation.

We have borrowed two standard subroutines BCOCOF and BCUINTfor bicubic interpolation.
Any function f(x,y) can be represented within a grid cell by formula (see for reference [7]):

x — X; y —
u = — i=—

where a set of bicubic coefficients c,-j are calculated by BCOCOF. A subroutine BCUINT gives
a function f(x,ij) and it's derivatives, reproducing them exactly on a grid and maintaining
their continuity.

We will not discuss particularities and merits of this method in detail. However, one very
important circumstance still necessitates a short discussion.

The fact is, that calculations of fields by (16)-(18) can become rather inaccurate (es-
pecially if we use too dense meshes or too few macroparticles, that spoils a grid-density),
despite of a symplecticity is being insured automatically. Being substituted in standard
subroutines, these "inaccurate but still symplectic" fields and cross-derivatives may produce
inaccurate result, which is not acceptable. Thus, we want to emphasize, that certainly a
symplecticity and accuracy should be combined in practice (but the first demand is still
superior). But what a user should undertake indeed?

We offer a simple remedy to manage the situation. Namely, we employ any smoothing
algorithm to suppress "unphysical" fluctuations and smoothen the fields by force. An advan-
tage of bicubic interpolation is, that an accuracy of supplied fields and cross-derivatives is
actually of second importance and we'll obtain after interpolation more smooth fields which
arc symplectic, as before.

A designer should decide, what is the optimal way to attain the true result: either to carry
out additional work, dedicated to smoothing of grid fields or to employ more macroparticles
Nv and vary grid parameters. By the way, sometimes even a centered derivatives suppress
fluctuations quite sufficiently (sec a paragraph Verification in section 4).

4 Discussion

How to compute the sum in Eq. 15 As it was mentioned above, a discrete convolution,
based on FFT, can speed up the calculation of boundary potential. Meanwhile, the appli-

13



cation of convolution algorithm requires the so-called "zero-padding" of input data. This
means, that a computer routine must operate with doubled sizes arrays in both directions,
when spare arrays elements of signal-function G{x,y) are zero. We must use therefore 4-
times bigger region for such a "zero-padding" and a total operation count is logAf • O(N"2)
(j\f = 2NXty) (see for reference [7] and [10]).

As long as our purpose is to find only boundary potential, when

U0(x,y) = u(x,y)\Xtyedn

it is still expedient to use a direct computations by (15), because (x,y) € 071 rather than
to the whole region. We should not use therefore a double-size region, just to apply an
approximate formula (15).

As a result, we have only O(J\f3) (Af = NXiV) operations. To upgrade the computational
characteristics of our algorithm, we calculate a two-dimensional table of G(x,y) function
ahead the actual summing by (15). Since we have no singularities in logarithm (when
x = a;,- or y = ijj), we do not need any computational work to handle them (by averaging),
as it was done in [10]. Beside that, when p(x{,ijj) = 0, we skip the calculations, that
economize the calculations as well. Thus, numerical experiments increased our confidence,
that straightforward summing by formula (15) is quite good, until grid dimensions N < 128.

Verification The first way to check the correctness of the found grid potential, is to
substitute the table UJJ into the left side of relations (5) and to compare with the grid
density. Certainly, so we did. In addition, a validity of self electric fields may be confirmed
by the analytical formula for space charge forces for Gaussian beam. When the distribution
is Gaussian, the beam-beam force can be calculated exactly by the Basetti-Erskine formula.

N.re

7o \ G — (7ux uy

X - exp -
x
2a*

w

•x + i

I \

(21)

here w is the complex error function.
We used this expression to check the accuracy of our computation of the force. Beside

that it helps to estimate a quality of Poisson Solver routine itself and to choose appropriate
grid dimensions NXiV, a number of particles Np, a right form of particle cloud Si etc. Thus,
we find the most economical (optimal) set of input data, which will produce true results.

Restrictions in the Present Scheme We should realize shortcomings and limitations
of our algorithm, which will be a subject of our further studies.

1. We can upgrade computational characteristics of Poisson solver additionally, by re-
ducing a number of equations in (5) (FACR method, based on combination of Fourier
analysis and cyclic reduction developed by Hockney [1]), but it is not done yet in our
algorithm.

14



2. When there are at least one very distant particle in the ensemble, our region may
become too huge, hence we loose accuracy and speed of computations.

To cure the last point, we should apply a more sofisticated procedure to find fields. A
beam core may be considered separately from distant particles. Two different procedures
should be applied correspondingly: the core should be covered by grid and handled by FFT
technique, whereas for outside particles we use Green function model. On the boundary of
these two regions, the fields must be glued to preserve a symplecticity, as we have done all
over this paper.
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A Subroutines

The symplectic Poisson solver described in the main text has been put in a form of sub-
routines in FORTRAN program. Here we shall outline the names of the described above
subroutines, show how to call them and explain the input and output data.

Space charge density calculations. Subroutine DENS.

CALL DENS(X,U,DX,DY,CFTDEN,NP,MX,MY,IDENS)

Input: array X(NP,2) is the particles coordinates; DX, DY are the region's length and width;
CFTDEN stands for <5, as defined in Fig. 3; NP is the number of particles; MX, MY are the spacial
grid dimensions; IDENS is the index of the desity algorithm: IDENS= 1, . . . ,5 corresponding
to (3). Note that DX, DY parameters may vary proportionally to beam sizes: DX=CFTX-(7a; ,
DY=CFTY-<7,/, where aXtV are beam sizes in Basetti-Erskine formula [3] and scale factors CFTX,
CFTY determine the region 71 sizes.

Output: array U(MX,MY) is the space charge density.

Potential and electric fields calculations. Subroutine UEXEY.

CALL UEXEY(U,EX,EY,EXY,DX,DY,MX,MY)

Input: U(MX,MY) is density array (about DX, DY, MX, MY see above).

Output: U(MX,MY) is space charge potential; EX (MX, MY), EX (MX, MY), EXY (MX, MY) are space
charge fields (horizontal and vertical) and the cross-derivatives.

15



Symplectic and smoothed potential and fields for arbitrary internal point. Sub-
routine SPSINT.

CALL SPSINT(U,EX,EY,EXY,DX,DY,Xk,Yk,Uk,EXk,EYk,MX,MY)

Input: Xk,Yk are coordinates of a particle (xk,yk) (about U, EX, EY, EXY, DX, DY, MX,
MY see above).

Output: Uk, EXk, EYk are the approximate values of potential and electric fields for the
particle (xk,yk)-

Every subroutine can operate independently, but it is easy to assemble all of them in one
universal routine SPSFFT (Symplectic Poisson Solver based on FFT). It is certainly just a
matter of users themselves.
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